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1. Introduction 

 

During the last 3 years, 15 EU National Statistical Institutes (NSIs) have tested a new “Top Down 

Global Approach” to profiling. Over 100 large and complex Global Enterprise Groups (GEGs) have 

been tested covering a diverse range of industries through a mixture of intensive and light profiling.  

This paper reflects on the potential benefits that such a co-ordinated and collaborative approach may 

have for NSIs, Eurostat and the GEGs themselves.  

 

In order to get a balanced view of the benefits and the challenges faced in implementing profiling, this 

report should be taken into consideration with the International Profiling Cost Model Report, also 

produced by ONS. Whilst this report will reflect the strengths of the profiling approach the Cost Model 

report will also demonstrate the costs of profiling and the many challenges experienced during the 

testing phase of the project. 

 

The proposed methodology has tested many different elements of profiling and it is important to 

distinguish these in terms of the benefits gained from each. For some elements, profiling has realised 

many benefits, but for others very little evidence is available. The ESSnet on Profiling tested:- 

 

 taking a global view and working out the national parts. Analysing Consolidated Accounts to 

calculate national data 

 sharing data with partnering NSIs. (Article 11 of the EU regulation 177/2008 states that group 

information can be shared between NSIs if a Legal Unit is resident in each country) 

 using additional resources such as OFATS Survey data to quality assure global and then 

national data. 

 A new proposed definition of Enterprise in the form of Global Enterprise (GEN) and its 

national part the Truncated Enterprise (TEN). This process was not explored fully during the 

testing process as very few data variables were collected.   



 

This report discusses the strengths of all these aspects of the new profiling approach and will 

demonstrate that some elements bring far more benefits than others.  

 

This summary report separates the benefits by type of stakeholder: Statistical users (both National and 

at EU level); improvements to the Euro Groups Register (EGR); benefits to the Global Enterprise 

Groups (GEG); and benefits to Business Registers and staff.  

 

The benefits that an NSI realises in this process are linked to the organisational model and experience of 

profiling within an NSI. For example an NSI which has an  existing accounts management approach to 

profiling may already experience some of the benefits highlighted in this report. It is also equally true 

that an NSI with no profiling experience would see extensive benefits from profiling but would also 

encounter significant initial set up costs.      

 

2. Benefits to Statistical Data Users (Within NSIs and External Users) 

   

Testing this new global approach to profiling has demonstrated that in some cases there have been 

improvements to the quality of national data collected and analysed from the GEG. In some of the 

largest cases, taking a global view of the GEG and their “business model” results in understanding what 

data or structures are expected at a national level.  

 

For example, there is an improvement in coverage of individual businesses (legal units) as a result of 

examining the group using a top down approach i.e. by splitting the group into operating segments (if 

the GEG uses this structure) it is easier to see the whole GEG.  If you observe only parts of the GEG, for 

example at a truncated level it is possible that detail can be missed. This was demonstrated with the BP 

Plc profile where a top down approach identified a large amount of missing turnover and employment 

from the ONS business register.  

 

Another advantage to statistical users is that understanding the business model of the group results in 

identifying the parts of the group that are involved in actual income generation and those parts of the 

group which are purely ancillary e.g. internal service activities. 

 

Profiling will also result in an improvement to the quality of the classification of businesses. For 

example Kone is a GEG from Finland involved in the manufacture, wholesale and servicing of 

escalators and elevators. By sharing the information from the group, including the classification, CBS 

(Statistics Netherlands) concluded that the incorrect classification was held on the Dutch business 

register and this was corrected.  

 

Profiling these GEGs on a regular basis would result in prompt reactions to the restructuring of a Multi-

National Enterprise Group, which happens frequently. For example the UK chocolate producer Cadbury 

(which was purchased by the US food giant Kraft in 2010) recently relocated the head office to 

Switzerland, resulting in a large impact on UK national data.   

 

For the UK, the business register contains only data on subsidiaries of which the parent owns more than 

50% of the equity shareholding. This differs from International Profiling which aims to collect data on 

all consolidated Legal Units, which may be only minority owned or controlled. Therefore, this 

additional information is improving the coverage of data, in particular supporting our FDI and FATs 

customers.    

 

International profiling has also provided a better understanding of Special Purpose Entities (SPE) and 

Joint Ventures (JV). For example, around 6 Oil and Gas GEGs have been profiled and results show that 

many of them share common organisational characteristics. For example BP, Shell and Total all operate 

a similar organisational structure with the business split between Upstream (extraction) and 

Downstream (refining, wholesale etc) oil and gas activities with a 3rd or 4th operational segment 

covering any other diverse activities. BP, ENI and Total are involved with a large number of SPEs 

(relating to their overseas exploration activities using a national or Dutch registered company that 



operates via a permanent ‘establishment’). BP are also involved with a large number of JVs relating to 

their tanker operations. Both JVs and SPEs are included in the annual consolidated accounts although 

SPE figures are linked to the country of operation not the country where they are registered.  

 

3. Benefits to Quality and Coverage of Data on National Business Registers 

 

The testing experience of Top Down profiling has resulted in several large improvements to the data 

held on National Business Registers (NBRs) for many NSIs. 

 

This new approach requires that large amounts of data are shared between NSIs at GEG, GEN, TEN and 

Legal Unit levels (including subsidiaries and minority/associated businesses) for variables including 

employment, turnover, classification and status (active, inactive, liquidation, dates). Testing has 

demonstrated that having this extra source of information has improved the coverage and quality of data 

held on NBRs. 

 

The following are examples of  data anomalies and inconsistencies in the national business registers that 

were picked up through profiling significantly earlier than otherwise: 

 

 British American Tobacco group split on UK business register resulting in missing 

turnover data 

 Reduction in missing and duplicated data. 

 British oil company BP missing £41b turnover on the UK business register due to 

incorrect structure resulting in misreporting.  

 French oil company Total in the UK missing £15m turnover, as the UK subsidiary Total 

Exploration UK not on the UK business register. 

 

There have been notable benefits in treating a GEG in the same way in different countries. A 

comparison between information collected nationally and information provided by the GEG can detect 

anomalies at a national level and can be used as evidence to support the NSIs in correcting the anomaly. 

Analysis of the 20 cases profiled by ONS in 2012/13 shows that 1,866 Legal Units were added to the 

GEGs as a result of profiling. Some of these have been added as a result of information received from 

the GEG itself, but others have been provided by partnering NSIs. 

 

Results also show that through the sharing of data, partnering NSIs have confirmed that subsidiaries of 

a GEG in their country have incorrect NACE code and that they have updated their NBR in line with 

the UCI proposal.  

 

For a non EU GEG, with no headquarters in the EU, and therefore no clear UCI to determine which NSI 

takes the profiling lead it may be beneficial to share any experiences of nationally profiling the GEG 

with other NSIs where the GEG is active. This sharing of information could lead to a lighter burden for 

the other NSIs.   

 

4. Improvements to the EGR and European Business Statistics 

 
One of the more notable benefits of profiling has been the improvement in quality of the EuroGroups 

Register (EGR). The EGR is used in some NSIs as the main sampling frame for Outward Foreign 

Affiliates Statistics and it is hoped that FDI will also use it in the future. Therefore the information 

gathered by profiling will be vital to maintain the quality for the largest Multinational Enterprise 

Groups. The ESSnet on International Profiling aims to collect and quality assure the most up to date 

data. Reference dates for all main variables are collected in order make the data understandable and 

relevant.  

 

The EGR is released as a final frame on a yearly basis and the Legal Unit data are used as starting 

points for building the perimeter of an Enterprise Group. By gathering data from multiple sources 

including Business Registers, company accounts and information collected from the GEG itself, the 

perimeter can often require significant updates. It is also important to note that the EGR builds 



Enterprise Groups by confirming Parent and Subsidiaries relationships currently based on 50% equity 

share ownership. Profiling collects information on all Legal Units that are in the consolidation perimeter 

of the group accounts and therefore will include minority owned Legal Units (of two types: full 

consolidation for minority owned but controlled affiliates because of shareholders agreements, legal 

prescription or in rare but large cases because the minority ownership - usually of more than 40% - has 

provided real permanent majorities in votes, and proportional consolidation in the cases known as Joint 

Ventures/ associates) in the perimeter.  Therefore profiling provides the correct coverage required for 

OFATS and FDI which require information about minority relationships.  

 

Some examples of the technical improvements to the EGR are as follows: 

 

In addition to the 1,866 legal units added to the EGR during 2012/13 a further 1,042 were marked as 

liquidated, duplicated, or to be removed as they were no longer part of the GEG.   

 

The enterprise group variables are primarily sourced from Dun and Bradstreet, a private data source. 

Profiling has confirmed the GEG turnover, employment and NACE directly from the GEG or the GEG 

consolidated accounts and in relation to the UK this has significantly improved the quality of these 

variables.   

 

As profiling will improve the quality of data being provided to the EGR for the top 500 GEGs there is 

the potential for less requirement to use private data providers i.e. Bureau Van Dyke, Dun & Bradstreet 

etc.   

 

The introduction of new statistical units, Global Enterprise (GEN) and Truncated Enterprise (TEN) has 

the potential to benefit European Business Statistics but this is still in development and requires full 

testing before implementation. The upcoming ESS.VIP project will provide the opportunity to validate 

the GEN and TEN statistical units by collecting complete sets of Structural Business Survey (SBS) 

variables from a number of test profiles.  

 

5. Benefits to GEGs 

 

From a UK perspective, the main concern for GEGs is the response burden that NSIs place on them and 

subsequently their priority is that NSIs, if possible reduce this burden. However, it should also be noted 

that GEGs want to provide the NSI with quality relevant data but find that the current data collection 

arrangements make this difficult.   

 

Options ‘D’ and ‘E’ of the Feasibility Study of International Profiling by J. Perry in 2010 stated 

 

 Option D - Profile at the global group level and derive and classify global enterprises (GEs) at 

the global, and truncated enterprises (TEs) at the national level centrally by the NSI of the UCI. 

Pass the TEs and the list of legal units for each country to the relevant NSI for use as supplied 

in the national business register and for data collection. 

 

 Option E - Create GEs and collect data centrally and apportion to the national level, where a 

GE includes activity for more than one country. There would be no link to the legal units other 

than at the global group cluster level. 

 

For this Profiling ESSnet it was agreed that Option D would be tested but profilers would ask the GEG 

if Option E was possible. In all UK Intensive cases, the GEG was asked if they had the capability of 

responding with all statistical data from a central point within the GEG.  Although most agreed that this 

would be the most efficient way of responding to surveys, internal reporting and accountancy systems 

in most cases would make it impossible to do so.  

 

In many cases, at a national level, it was not possible for the GEG to provide even employment 

centrally as the employment questions on ONS surveys are answered by a HR contact outside the 

completion of the financial accounts.  In four UK cases, the GEG confirmed that they had a central 



accounting system and could provide Truncated Enterprise Data centrally from the head office with all 

relevant data for all EU NSIs. In three French cases, the GEGs began to provide operational centralised 

data on all GENs and TENs: in one case, they gave the data model and announced that they would 

provide the same for all other countries, if they were sure that this central collection would avoid 

national questionnaires; in the second they gave complete accounting bases for the GENs and TENs; in 

the third they proved the case by providing and certifying the three main data variables (employment, 

turnover and NACE) for all TENs.  

 

Results from a previous test in CBS Netherlands showed that out of 10 cases trialed using this 

approach, only 1 GEG thought it was feasible but upon receiving the questionnaire realised they could 

not meet the requirements. For the remaining 9 it was confirmed that they did not have access to all of 

the data at the required global level.  

 

The majority of NSIs in Europe, collect GEG data at a legal unit level. For the largest GEGs this results 

in hundreds of legal units being sent questionnaires. ESSnet Profiling is proposing the collection of data 

using a new statistical unit (Truncated Enterprise) which takes into consideration the operational 

structure of a GEG rather than use the legal unit.  

 

For the UK intensive profiles the availability of global data was discussed and in the majority of cases 

the GEG confirmed that to report in this way would be beneficial to them. It would reduce the burden of 

survey completion as it would be a far simpler process to provide data which aligns with their own 

reporting system allied to a reduction in the number of survey questionnaires received.  

 

Statistics Estonia has conducted an analysis to look at the potential of reducing the number of survey 

questionnaires for one of their largest GEGs. A change to a GEN/TEN structure would result in a 

reduction of 42% on an annual basis.  

 

As all intensive European profiles were also French National intensive Profiles, the French national 

burden reduction is assessed. The number of questionnaires for SBS will be divided by more than ten 

times for the largest GEGs. The reduction of time spent on answers to the statistical services is 

monitored ex post and is not yet available; but in the concerned cases, the GEGs invest to automate the 

answers and the reduction of time seems to be at least a saving of one third. A supplementary benefit for 

INSEE is that the answers are much more controlled by experts in the businesses than they used to be in 

the decentralised process.   

 

The key issue for GEGs is to reduce the burden placed on them by NSIs, not only in respect of the 

volume of data that is required for NSIs. It is important that there is consistency between surveys in 

respect of data variables, timing of data request and definitions and criteria of terminology. It is also 

particularly important to ensure consistency between the data used in the statistical world against the 

accounting variables compiled by GEGs.  

 

ESSnet Profiling has acknowledged that the organisation and skill of a profiling team is key to 

improving the relationships with the GEGs. An account management approach is the model which 

aligns most closely to the International Profiling process that has been developed over the past four 

years. This model defines specialist units which enable GEGs to respond accurately to NSI requests for 

data. Account managers take responsibility for a portfolio of the largest and most complex GEGs and 

ensure that timely and accurate economic data are collected and analysed, to ensure consistency before 

being incorporated into key statistical outputs.  

 

Whilst an account management model would encourage a strong relationship with the GEG, as there 

would be regular personal contact, this is not an exclusive benefit of account management. For those 

NSIs with an established profiling programme they will already be aware of the benefits of meeting 

personally with a GEG as it builds relationships with the most statistically important (key) GEGs. 

Regular structural reviews, personal visits and telephone conversations (i.e. more frequent 

communication) will enable a strong working relationship and greater cooperation at times when the 

GEG’s assistance may be required in a voluntary capacity.    



 

6. Benefits to Profilers 

 

Over the past two years profilers involved in the ESSnet on profiling have spent a large amount of time 

developing and learning new techniques and processes. One of the benefits to profilers is that despite 

the various levels of profiling knowledge all profilers from NSIs are applying the same techniques and 

processes across the EU GEGs.  

 

There are also benefits from profilers across NSIs treating all GEGs in the same industry with a 

common approach. Profiling GEGs and sharing experiences across NSIs will lead to more consistent 

information at both the national and the EU aggregate level. This effect has already been observed in 

the Oil industry and can also be developed in other industries in which the GEGs may have a similar 

approach e.g. retail sector.        

    

The international profiling techniques developed as part of the project have involved extensive use of a 

GEG’s published consolidated accounts and individual company accounts within a GEG. This provides 

profilers with an excellent understanding of the GEG and allows accurate structures to be created which 

will lead to more accurate information being collected from the GEG.  

 

Intensive profiling involves extensive contact with the GEG both by telephone and in person. This 

personal interaction builds good working relationships which can benefit profilers as they are more 

likely to be kept up to date with structural changes in a GEG. This will lead to more accurate data being 

provided by the GEG and therefore improvements to national data and EU aggregates.  

 

7. Final Thoughts 

 

Profiling provides a considerable number of benefits to NSIs that have little experience of profiling but 

also to NSIs with existing national profiling programmes. However there are still a number of issues to 

address, particularly in the acceptance of the new statistical unit which needs to be thoroughly tested,  

specifically the availability of data.  

 

The upcoming ESS.VIP project will provide the perfect vehicle to continue the testing on both new 

GEGs and revisiting previously profiled GEGs to obtain an expanded list of SBS variables.   
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